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processor asac: k, I was going to ping you but I guess you are not awake and not working today seb128: are you sure that not
fixed? right pitti managed to get the new indicator-applet with the proper icon I asked him about the new firefox today he

managed to get a new icon so it should be fixed pitti: do you think you will be able to do some sponsoring or is there someone
else to ask? so thats good. thanks for that. didrocks, chrisccoulson: ^ seb128: I can try seb128: ok, I will try as well thank you
seb128 - i don't think i'm going to be able to get that done this evening i've got my first presentation tomorrow! pitti: ok, I will

comment on the bug, let you know if you get a reply from the dood or something pitti: thanks seb128: ok, thanks you're
welcome didrocks: thanks as well ;-) pitti: that's a brave thing to do :) everybody: gnome-games 2.29.90 should be ready on
chinstrap I will ping you on IRC when it's ready seb128: hm, I'm on a freshly downloaded image now, and it doesn't have an

indicator applet pitti: I don't have it neither I'm on desktop i386 ok, I'll try again with the image that I used today pitti:
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Far Cry 2 is a sequel to the famous Far Cry
game series, which, thanks to its excellent
graphics, managed to take players to a new
dimension, where they will have to face other
monsters, such as: zombies and other
creatures. The player can be in several places
at once, allowing him to learn about the secrets
and horrors of this world not only from the
protagonist, but also from his teammate. As in
the first part of the game, here fffad4f19a
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